Problem Solving HOWTO

Dag Wieers dag@wieers.com

This document describes in full detail which steps to take when trying to solve hardware or software problems with Linux yourself. It helps the reader to find information spread all over its harddisk and teaches him how to use debugging tools. This document should be the first stop for DIY ;)
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1 About the Problem Solving HOWTO

"We’d like to help you learn to help yourself." — Simon and Garfunkel, Mrs. Robinson

1.1 New Versions of this Document

If you need to know more about the Linux Documentation Project or about Linux HOWTO’s, feel free to contact the supervisor Tim Bynum linux-ho@sunsite.unc.edu.

Tim Bynum will post the listing to several national and international newsgroups on a monthly basis. In addition, the Problem Solving HOWTO can be found on the World Wide Web at <http://dag.wieers.com/howto/> New versions of the Problem Solving HOWTO are always placed at this site first, so please be sure to check if the copy you are reading is still up to date!

1.2 Feedback

If some information seems to be wrong, deceptive or missing, I’d appreciate if you mailed me the improvements. Since I’m just human this document isn’t bug-free, but your contribution can and will make a difference.

Additions or improvements can be mailed to: dag@wieers.com
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4 Software problem checklist

- Did you get the latest version?
- Did you read the documentation?
  - Is there a FAQ?
  - Is there an INSTALL or README?
  - Check the CHANGES, Changelog or HISTORY?
- What are the commandline options? --help, -h, man <cmd>, info <cmd>
  - Is there a verbose-option? -v, --verbose, -V, --vv
  - Is there a debug-option? -d, --debug
  - Is there a logging facility? -o, -l
- What is the syntax of the configuration-file
  - Is there a verbose-option?
  - Is there a debug-option?
  - Is there a logging facility?
- What files does the program use?
  - Are the permission correct?
  - Are you the right user, do you have privileges?
  - Is the program suid? should it be?
- Use a debugging-tool?
  - Use strace to examine all the system calls.
  - Use ltrace to examine the library calls.
- Get in touch with the developers?
  - First check the documentation again
  - Then check their website (if possible)
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